
 

 

Primary vs. secondary predicates in Russian 
and the SLP vs. ILP distinction revisited† 
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Abstract: This paper addresses the distribution of Russian constructions expressing SLP se-

mantics and introduces a distinction of internal SLP (SLP-INT) vs external SLP (SLP-INT). 

The semantics of SLP-INT is expressed in Russian by a large class of lexical predicatives se-

lecting a dative subject and by a different class of indeclinable predicatives selecting a nomina-

tive animate subject. DPS predicatives lack agreement, while NOM predicatives are adjective-

like elements with defective morphology. Russian predicatives do not produce ILP sentences. 

The semantics of SLP-EXT is expressed in Russian in two different ways: 1) by a class of 

predicatives that neither license dative nor nominative subjects; 2) by agreeing nominal ele-

ments (nouns, full and short adjectives) in the position of the primary and secondary predicate. 

The distribution of short and full adjectives is no longer triggered by semantics, while the as-

signment of the instrumental case to the predicative complement is a marker of SLP-EXT. 

There is a correlation between the INSTR marking on the predicate and the SLP-EXT meaning. 

However, the absence of INSTR does not necessarily signal the ILP meaning.  

Keywords: predicate taxonomy, SLP predicates, ILP predicates, internal states, external states, 

case, agreement, secondary predicates, small clauses, predicative instrumental 

 

Русские конструкции с первичным и вторичным 

сказуемым и противопоставление состояний и свойств 

Антон Циммерлинг 

Резюме: Для русской грамматики релевантно противопоставление предикатов состоя-

ния (SLP) предикатам свойства (ILP), которые обозначают нелокализованные во времени 

ситуации. В структурах с вторичной предикацией ключевым фактором является падеж 

именного или адъективного элемента. Различаются внутренние (SLP-INT) и внешние со-

стояния (SLP-EXT). Внешние состояния обозначают ситуации, доступные для внешнего 

наблюдения. Внутренние состояния недоступны для внешнего наблюдения и могут быть 

квантифицированы только по своему субъекту. Значение SLP-INT выражается двумя 

классами предикативов в структурах с первичной предикацией. Значение SLP-EXT мо-

жет выражаться в структурах с первичной и вторичной предикацией. Все актантные ма-

лые клаузы с творительным предикативным имеют значение SLP-EXT.  
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1. Davidsonian states and SLP predicates 

In the 1960s, Donald Davidson defined states as a kind of spatiotemporal things 

that hold during a time interval (Davidson 1980). If p is a state and holds in some 

locus during an interval starting from t0 and ending in tn, that means p is true in 

this locus for every time point ti Î {t0…tn}, so that p consists of homogeneous 

phases, cf. (Maienborn 2007). Later predicate taxonomies rooting in Davidson 

(Bulygina 1982; Seliverstova 1982) usually add to the distinction of spatiotem-

poral vs nonspatiotemporal things another dimension — the distinction of dy-

namic vs static situations in the spirit of (Vendler 1957). Dynamic situations were 

initially claimed to have an endpoint, i.e. a point of transition from p to ~ p, con-

trary to stative situations. This criterion does not work, since all spatiotemporal 

things have an endpoint according to the Davidsonian analysis. However, the con-

trast between all types of dynamic predicates and Davidsonian states is captured 

by the homogeneity criterion: Davidsonian states consist of homogeneous phases, 

while dynamic predicates do not (Seliverstova 1982: 126–127). Vendler aims at 

classifying verbs according to their aspectual semantics: three types of dynamic 

predicates — a) activities, cf. run, drive, b) accomplishments, i.e. incremental or 

gradual predicates, cf. build a house, c) achievements, i.e. predicates of an instan-

taneous transition, cf. notice — are opposed to a single class of statives. Since 

there is only one class of statives in this account, Vendlerian verbal states like 

know, love are classified together with all kinds of non-verbal predicates lacking 

aspectual features, cf. be cold, be stupid, etc. Vendlerian taxonomy has been 

adapted to the needs of linguistic typology, with the proviso that the class of ac-

complishments is elsewhere called ‘resultatives’ (Nedʹalkov 1983). 

Davidsonian taxonomies leave a possibility of classifying statives into differ-

ent types. This is done in (Bulygina 1982: 82 — 85) and (Seliverstova 1982: 93 – 

97), who distinguish spatiotemporal vs non-spatiotemporal stative situations: the 

latter, called ‘свойства’ or ‘качества’ are analyzed as names of properties ab-

stracted from any referential situations. In the Russian linguistic tradition, it is 

customary to illustrate properties with one-place nominal predicates (nouns or full 

adjectives or NPs) in the nominative case, cf. (1a-c). 

(1) Rus.  a. Он3SG. M. NOM — мужчинаSB,NOM.SG.M. 

  ‘He is a man.’ 

  b. Он3SG. M. NOM — сильныйADJ.NOM.SG.M. 

  ‘He is strong’ 

  c. Он — [NP сильный мужчина]NOM.SG.M . 

  ‘He is a strong man.’ 

Remarkably, tentative spatiotemporal stative predicates are illustrated by Russian 

sentences without full agreement or at least without a special predicative form. 
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While мужчина and сильный can be used in argument or attributive positions, 

Russian short adjectives, cf. (2a) or the predicative instrumental, cf. (2b) are used 

only as part of the predicate. The idiomatic meaning sometimes conveyed by such 

constructions, confirms the hypothesis that they denote referential spatiotemporal 

situations. E.g., (2a) literally means ‘X was dumb as fish’, but actually tells that 

X was not dumb except for some situation where he kept from talking, while (2b) 

implies that X not only was a man but also behaved like a real man during his life. 

(2) Rus. a. Он3SG. M. NOM былPST.SG немADJ.PR. NOM.SG.M, как рыба. 
  ‘He was dumb as a fish’ i.e. ‘X kept from talking’. 

  b. Он3SG. M. NOM былPST.3SG.SG мужчинойINSTR.PRED. 

  ‘He was a <real> man.’ 

The idea that the absence vs presence of agreement on a nominal predicate en-

codes the distinction of spatiotemporal vs non-spatiotemporal stative situations in 

Russian was first introduced as early as 1928 in Lev Ščerba’s influential paper 

“On parts of speech in Russian” (Ščerba 1928). Ščerba bluntly called spatiotem-

poral prediсates состояния i.e ‘states’ and non-spatiotemporal predicates каче-

ства i.e. ‘properties’. The same semantic distinction under the cover terms ‘stage-

level predicates” (SLP) vs ‘individual-level predicates’ (ILP) was reintroduced 50 

years later by Greg Carlson (Carlson 1977), cf. (Kratzer 1995). In the following, 

I use the tags SLP and ILP for Ščerbian states and properties, respectively. 

 

2. SLP predication and the Russian Category of State 

Ščerba and his followers incl. (Vinogradov 1947; Isačenko 1955) believed that 

the core of the Russian SLP predication is represented by special non-agreeing 

word forms selecting an animate subject and either licensing dative-predicative 

structures (hence — DPS) or a structure with a nominative subject, cf. навеселе 

‘tipsy’, ‘half drunk’, ‘half of the bag’ in (4). Ščerba’s initial illustration showed a 

SLP sentence with the DPS predicative Х-у весело ‘Х is having fun’, cf. (3b), 

against an ILP sentence with an agreeing full adjective from the same root X ве-

селый ‘X is cheerful’, cf. (3a). 

(3) Rus. a. Я1SG.NOM  веселыйADJ.NOM.SG.M. (ILP) 

  ‘I am cheerful.’ 

  b. Мне1DAT.SG веселоPRED. (SLP) 

  ‘I am having fun.’ 

(4) Rus. [CoP Вася и Катя] былиPST.3PL навеселеPRED. (SLP) 

  ‘Basil and Kate were half in the bag.’ 

Ščerba believed that the predicative instrumental as in (2b) and short adjectives 

as in (2a) belong to the periphery of the SLP predication. A major problem with 
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his approach that he combined or mixed up as, e.g. [Sperber 1972; Apresjan 1985] 

claimed semantic analysis with the issues of the part-of-speech classification. He 

and his followers, cf. [Ščerba 2008: 91; Vinogradov 1947; Isačenko 1955] argued 

that Russian has a new class of indeclinable words in the making, so called Cate-

gory of State (CatS) which stands for SLP. On obvious reasons, neither Russian 

INSTR nor Russian short adjectives are good candidates to be listed in CatS, since 

they are part of declension paradigms. However, the semantic side of Ščerba’s 

hypothesis is reliable. If one assumes that all forms in (2a—b), (3b), (4) are SLPs 

without assuming that they make up any joint word class, morphosyntactic criteria 

provide a nice subcategorization of SLPs. True indeclinable SLP predicates like 

those in (3b) and (4) invariably select animate semantic subjects in Russian, while 

presumable SLPs linked with declension paradigms like those in (2a—b) do not. 

Tab.1 Two classes of Russian SLPs 

 SLP 

+ Animate  (± Animate) 

 Declension paradigm NO YES 

Syntactic schema NDAT — VLINK — PRED 

 

NNOM — VLINK — PRED 

NNOM — VFIN — N/ADJIN-

STR 

 

NNOM — VFIN — NACC — 

N/ADJINSTR 

 

NNOM — VLINK — 

ADJ.PRED 

 

3.The predicative instrumental and Russian short adjectives as 

primary predicates 

The idea that INSTR on the nominal predicate is semantically motivated and the 

choice of INSTR vs NOM case encodes the SLP vs ILP distinction in Russian 

goes back to Ščerba’s contemporary Alexander Peškovskij (Peškovskij 1928: 

316). This author also claimed that Russian short and long adjectives are always 

non-synonymic in the predicative position (ibid., 262—263), although he admit-

ted that short adjectives are absent from colloquial Russian (ibid., 264). Peškov-

skij was born in 1878, the 1st edition of his book “Russian language from a scien-

tific perspective” appeared in 1914, the 3rd edition in 1928. In the later generations, 

the contrast of short vs full adjectives is degraded. In some contexts, the short 

forms of many adjectives are not used, and in a different group of contexts, where 

the short form survived, the full form is licensed. Moreover, in some contexts the 

SLP meaning can be expressed in three ways — by using the short and full forms 
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of the adjective in the nominative case, cf. (5a—b) and by the INTSR form of the 

same adjective, cf. (5c). In the older usage, full adjectives do not take comple-

ments, so the combination добрый ко мне ‘kind to me’ should be ill-formed, but 

even this constraint is violated in Modern Russian, cf. (5a). 

(5) a. Он былPST очень добрыйADJ.NOM (?ко мне) на экзамене. (SLP) 

  ‘He was very kind to me at the exam.’ 

  b. Он былPST очень добрADJ.PRED. NOM (ко мне) на экзамене. (SLP) 

  ‘the same’    

  c. Он былPST добрымADJ.INTSR (?ко мне) на экзамене. (SLP) 

  ‘the same’  

The variants (5a—c) have SLP semantics: they indicate that the event ‘X was kind 

to Y’ took place in some locus during the period of time ‘at the exam’ in some 

referential situation in the past. However, idiomatiс expressions and clichés with 

short forms, cf. готов [PP на все] ‘ready for anything’, готов [InfP стоять за дело 

мирa] ‘ready to stand for the cause of peace’ are resistant to the expansion of full 

forms. Ex. (6) from the song by Alexander Galitsch is a parody mocking illiterate 

speech. 

(6)  Non-stand. Rus. *Но я стоятьINF готоваяADJ.NOM.SG.F за дело мира 

(A. Galitsch, 1970) (SLP) 

 ‘But I-fem. am ready to stand for the cause of peace’ 

In (6), the speaker declares her (actually — his, since a man is reading out the wrong 

text) will to stand for the cause of peace from now on. It is an SLP context. The full 

adjective готовая does not fit here — not because it brings an ILP meaning, cf. the 

full adjective добрый in a similar SLP context in (5a), but because the cliché го-

това стоять за дело мира does not license the replacement готова → готовая. 

Another Peškovskij’s hypothesis that the case-marking with INSTR vs NOM 

on the predicative complement encodes the SLP vs ILP distinction remains pop-

ular, see especially (Nichols 1981; Kosta 2014; 2020; Pitsch 2017; Zhuravleva 

2018). The search must be narrowed with predicative adjectives and participles, 

since the semantic opposition Он былPST инженерNOM ‘He was an engineer’ (ILP) 

vs Он былPST инженеромINSTR ‘He was an engineer’ (SLP) presumably valid in 

the early 20th century seems to be lost (Guiraud-Weber 2007; Krasovitsky et al. 

2008). With adjectival and participial complements, the main problem is that 

while every use of INSTR conforms to the SLP meaning, not every use of NOM 

signals the ILP meaning. In many contexts INSTR and NOM alternate without 

any clear contrast, cf. (7a—b). 

(7) Rus. a. ОнNOM.SSG.M былPST.SG уже совсем больнойADJ.NOM.SG.M, когда 

   мы пришли. (SLP) 

  ‘He was already quite ill when we came.’ 
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   b. ОнNOM.SG.M былPST.SG уже совсем больнымADJ.INSTR,SG.M, когда 

  мы пришли. (SLP) 

  ‘the same’ 

 

4. The predicative instrumental, adjectives and predicative 

adverbials as secondary predicates 

Short adjectives in ACC and the oblique cases, cf. *он3SG. M. NOM увиделPST.SG.M 

ее3SG. F. ACC сердитуADJ.PRED.ACC.SG.F int. ‘He saw that she was angry’ are no longer 

used. Short adjectives in NOM are licensed as secondary predicates but sound 

bookish. There is no contrast between (8a) and (8b), both of them convey the SLP 

meaning ‘X was in an angry mood when he came’, but (8b) is neutral, while (8a) 

sounds archaic or ironic. 

(8) Rus. a. Он3SG.M пришелPST.SG.M сердитADJ.PRED.SG.M и золADJ.PRED.SG.M. (SLP) 

  ‘X came in angry and in malicious temper.’ 

  b. Он3SG.M пришелPST.SG.M сердитыйADJ.PRED.SG.M и злойADJ.PRED.SG.M. (SLP) 

  ‘the same’ 

The productive types are linked with full adjectives in NOM and INSTR. In in-

transitive clauses, NOM is the standard option. INSTR with пришел ‘came in’ 

— ?он пришел сердитымINSTR и злымINSTR — is not completely out, but is rated 

lower than (8b). In transitive clauses with object control, cf. увидеть кого-л. ‘to 

see anyone’ ACC and INSTR alternate, but INSTR is more frequent. Russian 

small clauses are construed both with ACC/NOM and INSTR. In contexts like 

(9a—b), there is no semantic contrast between the construction with the second 

ACC and the construction with INSTR, both of them meaning ‘I am hoping that 

you will be alive when I see you’, but not ‘I am hoping to see you live’. 

(9) Rus. a. Я1SG.NOM надеюсьPRES.1SG увидетьINF [SC васACC.PL живыхACC.PL]. (SLP) 

  lit. ‘I hope to see you-pl living’ 

  b. Я1SG.NOM надеюсьPRES.1SG увидетьINF [васACC.PL живымиISTR.PL]. (SLP) 

  ‘the same’ 

To express the meaning ‘I am hoping to see you live, not on the internet’, one has 

to change the construction and use an adverbial secondary predicate. This can be 

done by inserting either of the two adverbs — вживую or живьем. 

(10) Rus. a. Я1SG.NOM надеюсьPRES.1SG увидетьINF васACC.PL живьемADV.PRED. 

  ‘I am hoping to see you live.’ 

  b. Я1SG.NOM надеюсьPRES.1SG увидетьINF васACC.PL вживуюADV.PRED. 

  ‘the same’ 

(10a—b) are spatiotemporal and refer to a moment in the future, when p (X sees 

Y live) is true. However, they lack SLP semantics, since they do not denote any 
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time interval: in Vendlerian terms, these are accomplishments, not states. It is un-

likely that either (10a) or (10b) contain a small clause: both живьем and вживую 

are oriented here towards the matrix subject, i.e. the person who is hoping to see 

somebody, not towards the object of the embedded infinitive. The reading *‘I am 

hoping that you will be alive when I see you’ for (10a) is excluded. Remarkably, 

with other transitive verbs, e.g. поймать кого-л.‘to catch smb.’ the picture is dif-

ferent: живьем is associated with the embedded object, not the matrix subject. 

The sentences (11a—b) have small clause syntax and SLP semantics. The non-

agreeing predicative adverbial живьем proves synonymic here to the predicative 

instrumental. 

(11) Rus. a. Я1SG.NOM надеюсьPRES.1SG пойматьINF [SC крокодилаACC.SG.M 

  живьемADV.PRED]. (SLP) 

  ‘I am hoping to catch a crocodile alive’. 

  b. Я1SG NOM надеюсь пойматьINF [SC крокодилаACC.SG.M 

  живымINSTR. SG.M]. (SLP) 

Both (11a) and (11b) force the small clause analysis and the SLP reading ‘I am 

hoping that the croc will be alive, when I catch it’, but not the matrix reading *‘I 

am hoping to be alive when I catch the croc’, see above (10b) for the contrast. The 

adverbial вживую is always associated with the matrix subject and does not li-

cense small clause readings like (11a). Finally, the variant with the second accu-

sative — надеюсь поймать [SC крокодилаACC живогоACC] — is possible but less 

natural than (11b). 

We conclude that the correlation between SLP and the choice of INSTR is 

better preserved by secondary predicates, notably in the transitive clauses. The 

small clause syntax generally implies SLP semantics in argument clauses, but 

Russian argument small clauses with the SLP meaning do not necessarily include 

an INSTR element and are construed in more than one way, both with adjectives 

and with predicative adverbials. 

 

5. The predicative instrumental with a zero copula and without a 

nominative subject 

Standard accounts of Russian grammar explain the INSTR case-marking on the 

predicative complement as an instance of the subject control. It is controlled by 

an overt clausal subject — either the matrix subject or the small clause subject — 

in the presence of a non-zero verbal head: NP1…v0… NP2/ADJINSTR ~ 

NP1…v0…NP2 ….NP3/ADJINSTR (Baylin 2011). However, on special occasions, 

the predicative INSTR is assigned in the absence of an overt verbal head or in a 

structure without a nominative subject. One of the exceptions is described in 
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(Zimmerling 2018c). A minority of Russian speakers from 18th up through the 21st 

century as a corpus study has shown license INSTR on the predicative adjective 

if a sentential argument is raised to the subject position. The standard dialect of 

Russian (= ‘Russian-A’) lacks raising of sentential arguments and applies non-

agreeing predicatives instead of adjectives in structures like было известноPRED, 

что P ‘it was known that P’. The RNC corpus examples (12) and (13) with the 

adjective было известнымADJ.INSTR, что P ‘the same’ are tagged below ‘Rus-

sian-B’. The tag ‘Russian’ throughout this article refers to ‘Russian-A’, if the op-

posite is not explicitly specified. 

(12)  Rus-B. ДепартаментуDAT полиции сталоPST.3G.N известнымINSTR, [CP что 

вы переслали какое-то письмо отсюда]. (G.Gershuni, 1908) 

 ‘The police department got to know that you have sent some letter from the 

prison.’ 

(13)  Rus-B. МнеDAT сталоPST.SG.N известнымINSTR, [CP что П. А. Столыпин 

удостоил П. Н. Дурново письмом.] (V.Shul’gin,  1971) 

 ‘I got to know that Stolypin had honoured Durnovo with a letter.’ 

The matrix verb стало in (12) и (13) stands in 3Sg.N, which is the default agree-

ment form, i.e. a non-agreeing form in terms of traditional grammar. The matrix 

clause has no subject DP in the nominative case, so the only available type of case 

controller is the raised that-clause [CP что P], which fills in the vacant position of 

the matrix subject. Standard Russian, i.e. Russian-A lacks raising of sentential 

arguments. 

Another deviation is discussed in (Kosta 2014; 2020) with the focus on (14a). 

It is an absolutive construction, where INSTR is optionally assigned to the ex-

tracted predicative attribute. In the present tense, the copular быть ‘be’ is repre-

sented by a zero, so that the predicative complement холоднымINSTR ‘when <the 

tea is> cold’ is case-marked with INSTR in the absence of an overt copula. It 

should be emphasized that INSTR in this position is optional and the same SLP 

meaning can be expressed by the nominative adjective, copying the case form of 

the controller, cf. (14b). 

(14) Rus. a. ХолоднымINSTR.SG.M [DP этот чай]NOM.SG.M невкусный NOM.SG.M. (SLP) 

  ‘This tea is tasteless when cold.’ 

  b.ХолодныйNOM.SG.M [этот чай] невкусныйNOM.SG.M. (SLP)  

  ‘the same’ 

Most speakers prefer the option (14b) with NOM, but (14a) is a licit structure. 

The underlying SLP sentence fixing the fact that the tea was cold at the moment 

it was consumed is either (15a) or (15b). 

(15) Rus. a. ЧайNOM.SG.M былPST.SG холоднымINSTR.SG.M/холодныйNOM.SG.M. (SLP) 

  ‘The tea was cold.’ 
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  b. питьINF [SC чайACC.SG.M холоднымINSTR.SG.M/?холодныйNOM.SG. M. ] (SLP) 

  ‘to drink the tea cold.’ 

It can be speculated that the predicates (14) — (15) have the resultative meaning 

and denote the change of the state. Indeed, the sentence The tea was cold implies 

that the tea had initially been hot, but got cold. But this conclusion is hasty, since 

the change of the state implicature is brought in by the pragmatic context, not by 

the construction itself. With the adjective сырой ‘raw’, ‘fresh’ the sentence cer-

tainly does not add the implicature that the mushrooms initially had been cooked 

but then turned fresh, cf. (16a—d). 

(16) Rus. a. СырымиINSTR.PL [DP эти грибы]NOM.PL невкусныеNOM.PL. (SLP) 

  ‘These mushrooms are tasteless when fresh.’ 

  b. СырыеNOM.PL [DP эти грибы]NOM.PL невкусныеNOM.PL. (SLP) 

  c. [DP Эти грибы]NOM.PL былиPST.PL сырымиINSTR.PL/сырыеNOM.PL. (SLP) 

  ‘These mushrooms were fresh.’ 

  d. естьINF [SC грибыACC.PL сырымиINSTR.PL/сырыеACC.PL] (SLP) 

  ‘to eat the mushrooms fresh.’ 

In Russian argument clauses, the complement marked with INSTR agrees in num-

ber and gender with its controller, i.e. the clausal subject. Likewise (11a—b), ar-

gument clauses with an adjective case-marked with INSTR occasionally have 

SLP equivalents in small clauses with predicative adverbials. Cf. (17), where the 

agreeing adjective сырыми ‘fresh’ is replaced by the synonymic non-agreeing 

adverbial в сыром виде ‘in the fresh form’. 

(17) Rus. естьINF [SC грибы в сыром видеADV.PRED]. (SLP)  

  ‘to eat the mushrooms fresh.’ 

The same option is available in the absolutive construction, cf. (18). 

(18) Rus. В сыром видеADV.PRED [SC [DP эти грибы]NOM.PL __ ] невкусныеNOM.PL. (SLP) 

  ‘Fresh, these mushrooms are tasteless.’ 

 

6. Resultative small clauses and SLPs 

Resultative small clauses denote the change of the state, which requires different 

morphosyntax. The predicative INSTR takes the default form (Instr.Sg.M/N) and 

lacks a lexical controller, see (19) The resultative meaning is also expressed by 

adverbial predicatives, mostly with prefixes на- and до-, cf. насмерть ‘to one’s 

death’, насухо ‘to the dry condition’, досуха ‘the same’, cf. (20) — (21). 

(19) Rus. Онa3SG.F покрасилaPST.SG.F стеныACC.PL синимINSTR.SG.M/N 

  (*синимиINSTR.PL). (Res) 

  ‘She painted the walls blue.’ 
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(20) Rus. a. Он3SG.M разбилсяPST.SG.M насмертьADV.PRED. (Res) 

  ‘He crashed to his death.’ (Res) 

  b. Он3SG.M забилPST.SG.M соседкуACC.SG.F насмертьADV.PRED. 

  ‘He beat his neighbor to death’ (Res) 

(21) Rus. Он3SG.M вытерPST.SG.M столACC.SG досухаADV.PRED. (Res) 

  ‘He wiped the board dry.’ 

Resultative predicates entail SLPs in the logical sense. If p (X beat Y to death) is 

true from the moment t, cf. (20b), then q (Y is dead) is also true from t: ~q… t… 

q. However, resultatives, unlike SLPs, denote a single time point, not an interval. 

Despite the event p (the act of killing, wiping the board, painting the wall, etc.) 

takes some time in the real world, in the perspective of natural language meta-

physics and predicate taxonomy it is just a single point marking the transition 

from the state ~q to the state q. Another relevant feature of resultatives is that the 

final state q is triggered by some preceding activity or involuntary process p — 

e.g. the window is open (q), since X or a puff of wind caused it to open (p), while 

true SLPs like ‘X is sad’, ‘X is wet’ etc. and not determined causally by any ex-

ternal factors and denote situations which are conceptualized as underived. Such 

underived SLPs are indeed projected by the event structure of Russian argument 

small clauses, cf. (8) — (9), (11) — (18), but not by the event structure of Russian 

resultative small clauses. 

 

7. The morphosyntax of Russian lexical predicatives. Internal and 

external SLPs 

We finally turn to indeclinable Russian lexical predicatives like <мне> стыдно 

‘I am ashamed’, lit. ‘to-me is ashamed’, <они были> навеселе ‘<they were> 

slightly tipsy’. Here the taxonomic SLP semantics results from the interaction of 

two factors: the choice of the lexical item and the syntactic pattern. The basic 

subcategorization of SLPs in Russian and in general is the distinction of internal 

vs external SLPs (Zimmerling 2018a). There are three relevant criteria: 

(i) Internal SLPs denote situations with a priority semantic argument (semantic subject), 

external SLPs lack it. 

(ii) External SLPs can be quantified based on their spatiotemporal characteristics, inter-

nal SLPs can be only quantified on their semantic subjects. 

(iii) External SLPs denote sensually (visually or audibly) perceived situations, internal 

SLPs do not. 

The criterion (i) predicts that the priority semantic argument is typically human 

or animate. Some types of external SLPs select one or more animate arguments, 

cf. John is now in the city, John has a car, John is currently married to Mary. 
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Such predicates describing some relational configuration of their arguments are 

both stative and spatiotemporal but lack a priority argument according to the ap-

proach outlined here. Contrariwise, internal SLPs like Ивану стыдно ‘John feels 

ashamed’, Ивану стыдно за свою страну ‘John is ashamed of his country’, 

Ивану стыдно, что он опоздал ‘John feels ashamed that he was late’ have a 

priority argument irrespective of the fact, whether it is sole or not. The notion of 

the priority semantic argument is close, but not identical to the notion of experi-

encer. 

The criterion (ii) specifies that different persons X and Y can have different 

reactions and different states of the mind in the same locus and at the same time. 

Assume that John amd Basil attend the same lecture: John (X) is cold and bored, 

while Basil (Y) is not cold and is interested. Therefore, the quantification of in-

tentional states like ‘X is cold’ is only possible in the set of X-s mental states. 

Contrariwise, external SLPs like Здесь пыльно ‘It is dusty here’ or Сегодня пас-

мурно ‘It’s cloudy today’ can be quantified upon their spatiotemporal character-

istics without recourse to the mental state of the observer: such predicates bring 

about a presupposition that the assessment ‘It is dusty here’ is shared by all pos-

sible observers. 

The criterion (iii) specifies that despite internal SLPs as the feelings of anger, 

cold or shame, etc. can have external symptoms, they cannot be visualized, while 

external SLPs like ‘be dusty’, ‘be cloudy’ normally can. 

 

7.1. Indeclinability, agreement and ILPs 

Russian lexical predicatives pattern into two classes — indeclinable forms, сf. 

навеселе ‘X is tipsy’ vs lacking agreement, cf. боязно ‘X is afraid’. Their group-

ing in one shared word class, CatS in the Ščerbian line is not felicitous, since the 

elements from the first class show gender-and-number agreement, cf. the phi-fea-

tures on the copula: ВасяNOM.SG.M былPST.SG.M навеселеPRED ~ КатяNOM.SG.M бы-

лаPST.SG.F навеселеPRED ~ [CoP Вася и Катя]NOM.PL былиPST.PL навеселеPRED, сf. 

(4) above. Contrariwise, the elements from the second class, which license DPS 

structures in Russian and case-mark their semantic subjects with the dative case 

— ВасеDAT былоPST.SG.N боязноPRED ‘B. was afraid’— completely lack agreement 

morphology. This conclusion was first made by Nikolaj Pospelov in 1955 who 

claimed that DPS are incompatible with subject-predicate agreement (Pospelov 

1955). I find Pospelov’s hypothesis correct, though he made an unnecessary con-

cession to the traditional linguistics and excluded DPS realizations with sentential 

arguments (finite clauses or infinitives): in accord with the theories of his day, he 

assumed that sentential arguments always take the subject position by DPS 
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predicatives (which is dubious – see the discussion in (Zimmerling 2009)) and 

analyzed such arguments as agreement controllers (which is wrong). 

While Ščerba’s terminology is flawed, his semantic intuition is acute and 

astonishingly modern: Ščerba noticed that neither non-agreeing nor indeclinable 

predicative license ILP sentences. That means that Russian lexical predicatives 

do not denote any non-spatiotemporal things at all. The forms like стыдно, бо-

язно are no longer associated with any declension paradigms of agreeing adjec-

tives: such adjectives existed but fell into disuse already in Ščerba’s day.1 Several 

hundred forms like неприятно ‘unpleasant’ license DPS and correlate with the 

existing adjectives, cf. full forms неприятн-ыйSG.M, неприятн-аяSG.F, неприятн-

оеSG.N, неприятн-ыеPL and short forms неприят-енSG.M, неприят-н-аSG.F, 

неприят-н-оSG.N, неприят-н-ыPL.2 If one accepts Pospelov’s hypothesis, this cor-

relation is no longer an obstacle: non-agreeing predicatives licensing DPS Мне 

было неприятно2 ‘I did not like it’ and agreeing short adjectives in NOM-

ACC.SG.N ПоражениеNOM.SG.N было очень неприятноADJ.NOM.SG.N ‘The loss 

was very unpleasant’) are described as homonyms in syntax. 

There is one complication remaining. Some predicatives of non-adjectival 

morphology, cf. не по силам ‘unable’, невдомек ‘don’t know’3 license both DPS 

as (22a) and dative-nominative structures (hence — DNS) as (22b). DNS have 

nominative subjects, which control the agreement of the copula. If Pospelov’s hy-

pothesis is accepted, the non-agreeing DPS predicative не по силам2 in (22a) and 

the indeclinable but agreeing element не по силам1 in the DNS sentence (22b) are 

homonyms. We tag не по силам1 as indeclinable adjectives with a defective mor-

phology, since they display the same syntax in DNS, as standard agreeing adjec-

tives like непосильный in (23a—b). 

(22) Rus. a. МнеDAT былоPST.SG.N не по силам2
PRED [InfP решитьINF [DP эти 

  задачи]ACC.PL]. 

  ‘I was unable to handle these tasks.’ 

  b. МнеDAT былиPST.PL не по силам1
ADJ [DPэти задачи]NOM.PL. 

  ‘These tasks were too much for me.’ 

(23) Rus. a. [DP Эти задачи]NOM.PL былиPST.PL мнеDAT/для меняGEN.PREP 

  непосильныADJ.NOM.PL. 

  ‘These tasks were too much for me.’ 

  b. [DP Эти задачи]NOM.PL былиPST.PL для меняGEN.PREP 

  непосильнымиADJ.INSTR.PL. 

(23a) is a structure with case copying: the adjectival complement непосильны (a 

short adjective) copies all phi-features of its controller, the subject DP эти задачи 

                                                        

1 However, conservative authors try to revive the adjective стыдный now. 

2 All forms are given in the nominative case. 

3 Most of them are frozen PPs. 
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and shows the Nom.Pl form. The experiential argument can be expressed here 

both with DAT and with the prepositional genitive. In (24b), the predicative ad-

jective gets INSTR and the experiencer is preferably marked with GEN.PREP: 

prepositionless DAT ?Эти задачиNOM.PL были мнеDAT непосильнымиINSTR.PL was 

early an option but is awkward now. The assignment of INSTR to the indeclinable 

adjectives like не по силам1 is impossible, since they lack morphological case. 

Both non-agreeing predicatives like не по силам1 and indeclinable elements 

like не по силам1, непосильныNOM.PL, непосильнымиINSTR.PL in (22b) and (23a—

b) are SLPs and do not express ILP, as Ščerba correctly predicted. The relevant 

distinction overlooked by the Ščerbian line is while не по силам2 and all other 

DPS predicatives have the meaning of internal ILPs (SLP-INT) and identify a 

priority semantic argument, не по силам1, непосильны and all other elements li-

censing DNS denote a configurational relation between two arguments — the ex-

periencer marked with DAT and the subject marked with NOM. Neither DAT nor 

NOM has the features of the priority semantic argument, which makes it possible 

to analyze all Russian DNS sentences as external SLPs (SLP-EXT). 

Standard Russian lacks DNS sentences with the frozen short form ending on 

–o/-i, the example (24a) with the frozen short form of NOM/ACC.SG тесно 

кому-либо ‘too tight for someone’ in the presence of a plural controller сапоги 

‘boots’ is ill-formed and must be repaired by inserting the plural form of this ad-

jective, cf. (24b). 

(24) Rus. a. *[DP Сапоги]NOM.PL емуDAT тесноPRED/ADJ.NOM.SG.N. 

  b. [DP Сапоги]NOM.PL ему тесныADJ.NOM.PL. 

  ‘The boots are too tight for him.’ 

However, this pattern is attested in some Russian dialects [Penʹkovskij 2004: 141 

— 143], cf. (25). 

(25) Rus. dial. [DP Сапоги]NOM.PL емуDAT во́тесноPRED/ADJ.NOM.SG.N . 

The bizarre construction in (25) probably explains by the special parameter licensing 

nominative objects in Northern Russian dialects, but the geographical distribution of 

this pattern is unknown. This option is lacking from standard Modern Russian. 

 

7.2. Shifts of the semantic type 

All Russian non-agreeing lexical predicatives licensing DPS like (3b), (23a) 

above have the meaning of SLP-INT if used with an overt referential dative sub-

ject. Indeclinable predicatives like навеселе in (4) selecting nominate subjects are 

SLP-INT, too. A group of non-agreeing predicatives like Здесь пыльно ‘It is 

dusty here’, Сегодня пасмурно ‘It is cloudy today’ do not license DPS and clas-

sify with SLP-EXT. Аll nominal elements licensing DNS are SLP-EXT. Shifting 
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the semantic type is at times possible but not forced by syntax. Genuine SLP-EXT 

from the class пыльно, пасмурно generally do not license DPS contexts i.e. add-

ing of the dative valency, *мне пыльно, *мне пасмурно. With genuine SLP-INT 

like боязно ‘X is afraid’, ‘X fears that P’ the dative argument generally can be 

dropped, but its elimination does not automatically bring about the shift SLP-INT 

→ SLP-EXT, it is e.g. hardly possible to say *Здесь боязно int. ‘It is fearsome 

here’ or *Сегодня боязно int. ‘Today is fearsome’. 

 

7.2.1. From SLP-EXT to SLP-INT 

The shift SLP-EXT → SLP-INT is confirmed diachronically: during the last 500 

years the volume of the class of DPS predicatives, all of which are SLP-INT in-

creased several times and now includes more than 400 elements (Zimmerling 

2018b). However, synchronically there is a systemic pressure preventing the 

speakers from using a large deal of these items. There is a considerable language-

internal variation, since different speakers use non-identical sets of DPS predica-

tives. Russian authors occasionally put genuine SLP-EXT like пыльно ‘dusty’, 

солнечно ‘sunny’ in the DPS context, but such experiments are infrequent and 

have a low approval rate according to the sociolinguistic study (Zimmerling 2017). 

Moreover, collocations like мнеDAT пыльноPRED often have not the predicted 

meaning *‘It is too dusty here for my taste’, but idiomatic meanings like ‘I am not 

interested in doing this’. 

 

7.2.2. From SLP-INT to SLP-EXT 

Russian, unlike Bulgarian and other Balcanic Slavic languages lacks the parame-

ter of obligatory pronominal marking of the experiencer. In Bulgarian, if the pri-

ority experiential argument is present in the event structure of a SLP-INT predi-

cate, it must be overtly indexed by a pronominal clitic (Džonova 2003; Ivanova 

2016). This is not the case in Russian. If a Russian non-agreeing predicative li-

censes a DPS sentence Х-у (было) Z-во ‘X was in the state of mind Z’, it always 

licenses a structure → (Было) Z-вo. However, dropping an overt dative argument 

does not bring about a uniform semantic effect. Three scenarios are possible. 1) 

The reference to a specific experiential argument is still reconstructed; 2) the sen-

tence gets a generic reading; 3) the sentence undergoes the shift SLP-INT → SLP-

EXT. The last scenario is confirmed for several DPS predicatives incl. Х-у тоск-

ливо ‘X is sad’. This result is non-trivial, since тоскливо refers to the state of the 

mind and be rendered by such words as ‘wistful’, ‘dreary’, ‘depressing’. Russian 

authors nevertheless regularly produce SLP-EXT sentences like В городе бы-

лоPST.SG.N тоскливоPRED lit. ‘It was depressing in the city’. In saying this, the 
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speaker assumes that the assessment ‘The atmosphere in the city was depressing 

at the moment t’ is shared by all real and potential observers. Russian predicatives 

with the –o-final have correlative adverbs, e.g. the predicative тоскливо2 corre-

lates with the adverbial тоскливо3. The analysis shows that the event structure 

projected by such adverbials includes a sub-event with the embedded reference 

either to SLP-INT or to SLP-EXT. Many contexts remain ambiguous, but in some 

cases, one can reconstruct the underlying type of SLP unequivocally. 

(26) Rus. ВоспоминаниеNOM.SG.N тоскливоADV стеснилоPST.SG.N грудьACC.SG. 

  ® SLP-INT 

  ‘the memory made (my) chest ache’.  

(27) Rus. ШестеренкиNOM.OL тоскливоADV скрипелиPST.PL.® SLP-EXT 

  ‘The gears cracked miserably.’ 

In (26), the adverb тоскливо3 projects a sub-event, where the predicative тоск-

ливо2 is used as SLP-INT: depressing memories are a sort of things that cannot be 

viewed or heard from outside, hence the interpretation ‘X felt sad when he re-

membered something’. On the contrary, (27) includes a reference to SLP-EXT, 

since gears have no mind and the only valid interpretation is ‘It was depressing to 

listen to the cracking gears’. 

 

8. Conclusions 

We followed the distribution of Russian constructions expressing the SLP seman-

tics and introduced a distinction of internal SLP (SLP-INT) vs external SLP (SLP-

INT). The semantics of SLP-INT is expressed in Russian by a large class of lexical 

predicatives selecting a dative subject and licensing dative-predicative structures 

and by a different class of indeclinable lexical predicatives selecting a nominative 

animate subject. DPS predicatives lack agreement, while NOM predicatives are 

adjective-type elements with defective morphology. A general feature of all Rus-

sian lexical predicatives is that they do not produce ILP sentences, which is cap-

tured by Ščerba’s hypothesis. The semantics of SLP-EXT is expressed in Russian 

in two different ways: 1) by a class of lexical predicatives that neither license 

dative nor nominative subjects; 2) by agreeing nominal elements (nouns, full and 

short adjectives) in the position of the primary and secondary predicate. The dis-

tribution of short and full adjectives is no longer triggered by semantics, while the 

assignment of the instrumental case to the predicative complement serves as a 

marker of SLP-EXT. There is a correlation between the syntax of Russian argu-

ment small clauses with the INSTR marking on the secondary predicate and the 

SLP-EXT meaning. However, the absence of INSTR in argument small clauses 

does not necessarily signal the ILP meaning. 
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